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1. Introduction and statement of results
Let G be a finite group, X a, paracompact (and Hausdorff) G-space and
f\X-+X a G-map. Then the fixed point subspaces XH of X for all subgroups
H<G are also paracompact, being closed in X, and/induces maps fH: XH -> XH,
H<G. To be able to define the Lefschetz number L(fH)eZ of fH with respect
to Alexander-Spanier cohomology with integer coefficients we require
Assumption 1.1. The Λlexαnder-Spαnier cohomology H\XH\Z) is finite for
every H<G.
Here a graded abelian group (or module) (A()ieN is called finite, provided that
each A1 is finitely generated and ^ = 0 for all sufficiently large i.
Under the assumption 1.1 we can define
L(fH) = Σ(" l ) ι t r [(/ H )* : ff(XH Z) -+ T/^"\Z)]eZ, H<G,
ieN
as usual. The number L(fH) depends only on the conjugacy class of //, so we
get an element
where φ(G) is the set of conjugacy classes of all subgroups of G.
On the other hand, we have the standard embedding
of the Burnside ring A(G) of G; the component χH:A(G)-+ Z is determined by
1
 The second author passed away on August 24, 1996.
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= \SH\ for the class lS]eA(G) of a finite G-set S. We identify A(G) with
the subring Im(χ) of ΠZ. Then it is well-known that a family d=(dH)eUZ lies
in A(G) if and only if it satisfies the congruences
(1.2) dH=-Σφ(\K/H\)dκ mod\WH\9 H<G,
K
where φ is the Euler function and WH=NH/H; the summation is over K<G
such that H is a proper normal subgroup of K and A^/i/ is cyclic.
We intend to prove that, under a suitable additional condition on X, the
equivaήanί Lefschetz class L(f) off lies in A{G), so that in particular the Lefschetz
numbers dH = L(fH) satisfy the congruences 1.2. It is clear that some finiteness
condition on X is needed for this, as the case of the contractible free G-space
X=EG shows.
We formulate the finiteness condition we need in terms of the equivariant
Alexander-Spanier cohomology HG of X, cf. [4].
Assumption 1.3. There is an neNsuch that HG
+ί(X;m) = 0for any coefficient
system m: Or(G)op -• Ab.
REMARK 1.4. a) Assumption 1.3 holds if the covering dimension of X (and
XIG) is finite. This is due to the fact that HG(X;m) can be interpreted as the
ordinary cohomology of X/G with coefficients in a certain non-constant sheaf,
see Section 6 of [4].
b) In 1.3 it would suffice to consider only coefficient systems m such that,
for some K<G, m(G/K) is a finitely generated free abelian group and m(G/H) = 0
for G/HφG/K (see Section 3 below).
Theorem 1.5. If G is finite and the paracompact G-space X satisfies 1.1 and
1.3, then L(f)eA(G)for ever G-mapf:X->X.
Corollary 1.6. In the situation of 1.5,
L(fH)^-Σφ(\K/H\)L(fκ) mod\WH\, H<G,
K
where the summation is as in 1.2. •
The proof of 1.5 is carried out in Sections 2 and 3.
Let now G be a compact Lie group. We write H<G to indicate that H is
a closed subgroup of G. Let X be a paracompact G-space which satisfies 1.1,
and/:X-> X a G-map. Then we can again define an element
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here ψ(G) is the set of conjugacy classes of all closed subgroups of G. In Section
4 we shall use 1.5 to prove
Theorem 1.7. Suppose G is a compact Lie group and the paracompact G-space
X has finite covering dimension, finite orbit type and satisfies 1.1. Then L(f)eA(G)
for every G-map f: X -> X.
We also prove a Lefschetz fixed point formula in Section 4.
Theorem 1.8. In the situation of 1.7, the Lefschetz number
L{g,X) = Σ ( - l)ιtr(g: ir(XH Z) -> # ( * * Z))
of the left translation by geG is equal to the Euler characteristic χ(X% where C is the
closure or the subgroup generated by g.
The final Section 5 gives an application to fixed point sets of finite group
actions on contractible spaces.
To end this introduction, we discuss some earlier work on equivariant Lefschetz
classes. The equivariant Euler characteristic of a finite group acting on a locally
compact space of finite covering dimension was treated by Verdier in [14] by
using sheaf cohomology and derived category techniques. Oliver proved Theorem
1.8 for finite groups in his thesis [9], but the result was never published. In [2]
torn Dieck discusses the equivariant Euler characteristic of a compact G-ENR,
where G is a compact Lie group, using multiplicativity of the Euler characteristic
in relative fibrations. He also poses the question of finding the most general
assumptions on the space X for which the Lefschetz numbers of a self-G-map
decompose as in Corollary 1.6.
In [6] it is shown that an equivariant self-map of a finite G-CW-complex X,
where G is a finite group, has an equivariant Lefschetz class in A(G). The
construction of [6] uses cellular homology of the fixed point sets of X. In [8]
it is proved that, for a compact Lie group G, any equvariant self-map of a
finite-dimensional G-CW-complex X of finite orbit type has an equivariant Lefschetz
class in A(G\ provided that X satisfies 1.1. The second author has also shown
(unpublished) that the construction of an equivariant Lefschetz class is possible
for more general G-spaces, if one uses singular homology; the needed finiteness
assumption analogous to 1.3 is then formulated in terms of equivariant singular
cohomology of X.
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All these previous constructions are based on being able to calculate the traces
appearing in the definition of the Lefschetz class on the chain level. In this paper,
the lack of a naturally defined homology dual to Alexander-Spanier cohomology
forces us to use the dualization process of Section 3.
This work was completed while the second author was visiting the Mittag-Leffler
Instritute, Djursholm, Sweden. He wishes to thank for the hospitality.
2. Reduction to the case of a single orbit type
In this section, and in section 3 below, G is finite, A' is a paracompact G-space
a n d / : X - » X is a G-map. Let (H1),(H2),'~9(Hr) be the distinct conjugacy classes
of subgroups of G, ordered in such a way that
(in particular, Hx — G and Hr = {e}9 the trivial subgroup). For je{l92, ,r} we
set
{XE X\(Hj) < (Gx)},
Then
are closed G-subsets of X, and x€Xj\Xj-
ί
 if and only if (GJ = (/(,). The G-map
/ : X -• X restricts to G-maps fi: Xj -• Xj (0 <j < r).
Assume now that ^satisfies 1.1. Denote Ht() = H'(",Z).
Lemma 2.1. H'(Xf) is finite for every H<G andye{l,2, /}.
Proof. This is done by induction, the casey=0 being trivial. Let ye {l,2, ,r}
and denote A = Xp B = Xj_ί9 K= Hy By induction, H\BH) is finite for every H< G,
and we must show that H\AH) is finite for every H<G.
In Lemma 4.2 of [5] it was shown that the G-map
G/Kx
 WK(ΛK,BK) -»(A,B), [gKa]^ga,
induces an isomorphism
WK{AK,BK))H)
for every H<G (here WK=NK/K); this fact is based on the strong excision
property of Alexander-Spanier cohomology on paracompact spaces. Similarly, for
H<G, the natural map
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(G/Kf x
 WK(AK,BK) -> (G/Kx WK(AK,BK))H
induces an isomorphism in Alexander-Spainer cohomology (cf. 6.4 of [5]). Taking
6.6 of [5] into account, too, we see that
(2.2) H\AH9BH)^Y\H'(AK9BK)9 S=(G/K)H/ WK, H<G.
s
The exact cohomology sequence of the pair (Aκ,Bκ) = (XκiBκ) implies that
H\AK,BK) is finite, and so, by 2.2, H\AH9BH) is finite for H<G. Finally, by the
cohomology sequence of the pair (A H, BH\ H\AH) is finite. •
Let us denote hJ = {fpfj.1):(XpXj.1)^(XpXJ.1)9 L(λ, ) = (L(λ?))eΠZ and
ieN
(H<G, \<j<r). From the cohomology sequences of the pairs (Xf,Xf_
x
\ H<G9
we see that
Hence, to prove that L(f) = L(f
r
)eA(G)9 it is enough to show that L(hj)eA(G) for
every je {1,2, •••/}.
Pickye{l,2, ,r} and denote A = Xp B = Xj_ί K=H} as in the proof of 2.1,
and h = hj\{A,B)-^{A,B). It follows from 2.2 that, for H<G,
(2.3)
 L{h» L{h).
\WK\
In Section 3 below we shall prove
Lemma 2.4. If X satisfies 1.1 and 1.3, then L(hκ)eZ is divisible by
\WK\. Moreover, if G is a cyclic group generated by g, then L(gκ) = χ(XG) if K=G
and 0 otherwise.
The proof of Theorem 1.5 is now clear. Namely, it follows from 2.3 that
L(hκ)
±±[G /ΊC]eA{G)\
\WK\
thus L(hj)eA(G) for every ye{1,2,•/}, and, by the above remarks, this implies
that (f)eA(G).
Similarly, Theorem 1.8 follows in the case where G is finite.
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3. Proof of Lemma 2.4
Assume that the paracompact G-space X satisfies 1.1 and 1.3. Let A, B, K
and h:(A,B)->(A,B) be as in 2.4. We now begin the proof of the first assertion
of Lemma 2.4, that is, the divisibility of L(hκ)eZ by by \WK\.
We consider the cochain complex C" = C'{AK,BK\Z\ the Alexander-Spanier
cochain complex of (A κβκ) with integer coefficients. Let Zλ = D(C') = HornZ(C\Z')
be the dual chain complex of C in the sense of [7, Section 1]; here Z' is the canonical
injective resolution
(3.1) Q-Q/z
of Z, regarded as a cochain complex with Q in degree zero. The action of WK on
(A κ, Bκ) makes C and Zλ into complexes of ZWK-modu\es. Since H\C) is finitely
generated over Zfor every / (by 1.1), the natural morphism C -• D(D.) = Hom
z
(/λ,Z)
is a quasi-isomorphism by 1.3 of [7]; here Z. is 3.1 regarded as a chain complex
with again Q in degree zero.
Let α : C " - > C be the cochain map induced by hκ:(Aκ,Bκ)-*(Aκ,Bκ), and
β:D. -+ D. the dual chain map. Let
L(α) = Σ (~ l)'tr[jy tα): H\C) -> i/ f(C')],
ieJV
W= Σ(- 1M//V):^.) - i/'(Z).)].
ieJV
We have L(hκ) = L(a) = L(β)9 because //.(Zλ) and Homz(//'(C'),Z) are isomorphic
modulo torsion by 1.2 of [7]. We intend to compute L(β) on the chain level by
choosing a suitable projective resolution of /λ .
Because each H^D.) is finitely generated, there is, by standard homological
algebra, a ZWΛ>projective resolution E. -> /λ of Z>. such that each Et is a finitely
generated ZPFΛT-module. In particular, each E{ is a finitely generated free abelian
group. We claim that E. can be replaced with a resolution F. -> Zλ with the
additional property that Ft = 0 whenever ι > /i; here n e Nis as in 1.3. The obstruction
to finding such a resolution F. lies in Ext
z
y^(Z)., /?„), where /?„ cz £"M is the submodule
of ^-boundaries (see Brown [1, VΠI(2.1)]). Therefore it is enough to prove the
Assertion 3.2. Under the assumptions 1.1 and 1.3, Ext
z
Vκ(Zλ, M) = 0 for any
finitely generated ZWK-module M, which is free as an abelian group.
Proof. Take a ZJfX-projective resolution P.-+Z of Z. By the Kunneth
formula, P.®ZE. -+ Z®ZE.^E. -+ D. is a resolution of Zλ, and the Z^X-modules
{P-®zE-)i a r e projective. Thus we have
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, M) = Hn+ \Homzwκ(P.®zE., M))
= Ext
z
+4(Z,Hom
z
(£.,M)).
Because M is a finitely generated abelian group, Hom
z
(£'.,M)^Hom
z
(E.,Z)®
z
M.
By comparing the universal coeffcient sequence of [7, 1.2], for D(D.) and the
ordinary universal coefficient sequence for Hom
z
(£"., Z), we see that the natural
map D(D.)-+ Hom
z
(£.,Z) is a quasi-isomorphism. Thus Hom
z
(£.,Z)(g)
z
M is
quasi-isomorphic to C'®ZM. Because M is finitely generated free abelian, this
complex is in turn isomorphic to C'(AK,BK; M). Therefore
λ, M) * Ext
z
+4(Z, C\Λ \BK; M))
= Hn+ί(WK;C'(Aκ9Bκ,M)).
Let m:Or(G)op -+Ah be a coefficient system such that m(G/K) = M and
m(G/H) = 0 for G/HψG/K. By 4.5 and 5.1 of [5] we have
Hn+1{WK;C\Aκ,Bκ;M))^HnG+ί{A9B;m).
Next we prove the following
Subassertion 3.3. H'G(A,B;m)^H'G(X;m) for the coefficient system m chosen
above.
Proof. In fact we show that the equivariant Alexander-Spanier cochain
complexes C'G(A9B;m) and CG(X;m) are isomorphic.
First of all, it is clear that CG(X,m)^CG(A;m)9 because XH — AH whenever
m(G/H)^0 (i.e. (H) = (K)). To show that CG(A;m)^CG{A,B;m), we must prove
that CG(B;m) = 0. By Section 3 of [5], an element of CG(B\m) can be identified
with a family y = {yH)u<G °f ordinary cochains yHeC\BH;m(G/H)) such that for
any G-map u\GjH-^GjH\ the compatibility condition
(3.4) B{u)\
Ίu
) = m{μ)l
Ίn
)e C\BH> ;
holds; here B(u):BH> -• BH is the map induced by u. By the choice of m, yH = 0
automatically, if (H)φ{K). To show that y = 0, it is enough to see that y^ = 0. But
by (3.4), γ
κ
 restricts to zero in C\BH' ;m(G/ K)) for any H'>K\ because
Bκ= U BH\
H>K
the claim y^ = 0 follows. This finishes the proof of the Subassertion. •
We have now shown that
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This latter group vanishes by 1.3, so the Assertion is proved. •
Choose now a resolution F. -> D. such that each Ft is a finitely generated
projective ZWK-modu\e and 7^  = 0 for i>n. The chain map β:D.-*D. can be
lifted to a chain map β':F.-> F.. Because each F{ is a finitely generated abelian
group, we can compute the Lefschetz number L(β) we are interested in as follows:
L(β) = L{β') = X ( - ϊf\x[Hjβ): HiF.) -> Ht{F.)]
ieN
ieN
Hence, to prove that L(β) is divisible by \WK\, it is enough to show that
has this property for every ieN Since Ft is ZίfX-projective, there is a finitely
generated ZWK-moάvλe F[ such that Ft®Fl is ZWK-ϊτee. It follows that
tr(#) = tr[fleO: F. ΘF/ -> F£0F/]
is divisible by | Wϊ£|. This concludes the proof of the first claim in Lemma 2.4,
finishing at the same time the proof of Theorem 1.5.
Let finally G be cyclic generated by g and let β correspond to gκ. By
equivariance, βt and β\ act through multiplication by g as an element of the base
ring ZWK of the modules Dt and Ft. By a theorem of Swan ([13, Theorem 8.1]),
the module Q®Ft is free over QWKϊov each /. Hence β\ permutes freely a β-base
of Q®Ft and therefore tr(#) = O if WK=G/K is nontrivial. It follows that
L(β) = L(β') = χ(XG) if K=G and 0 otherwise. Using (2.3) and adding up gives
Theorem 1.8 in case G is finite.
4. The case of a compact He grop G
Let G be a compact Lie group. We use the standard embedding
(see torn Dieck [3, Section IV.5]) to identify the Burnside ring A(G) of G with a
subring of HZ. Elements of HZ are regarded as functions φ(G) -• Z, with φ{G)
topologized via the Hausdorff metric ([3, Section IV.3]). It is well-known that a
family d= (dH) e ΠZlies in A(G) if and only if it satisfies the following conditions:
i) d is continuous;
(4.1) ii) dH = dκ if H<K<G and K/H is a torus;
iii) dH= -Σφ{\K/H\)dκ mod \L/H\ if H<L<G and L/H is finite;
K
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in iii) the summation is over K<L such that H is a proper normal subgroup of
K and K/H is cyclic.
Assume now that the hypotheses of Theorem 1.7 hold and f:X-+X is a
G-map. To prove 1.7, we must verify that L(f)eΠZ satisfies conditions 4.1.i), ii)
and iii).
For i), let H{ -> H with respect to the Hausdorff metric in φ(G). Because X
has finite orbit type, it follows from [3, IV (3.3) and (3.4)], that XHi = XH for all
sufficiently large i. Thus L(fHi) = L(fH) for all sufficiently large i, proving 4.1.i)
for L(f).
To prove 4.1 .iii) for L(/), let H< L < G such that L / H is finite. Then L < NH,
so XH can be regarded as an Lf //-space. As such XH satisfies 1.1, and also 1.3
(because XH has finite covering dimension). Applying Theorem 1.5 to the L///-map
fH: XH -* XH, we obtain the congruence 4.1.iii).
Finally, to prove 4.1.ii) for L(/), let H<K<G and assume that K/H is a
torus. In fact it is enough to consider the case K/H^S1. Let p be a prime
number. We can find a sequence of subgroups Λ^ei/^G) such that H<K
ι
<$K2
<-<K, Ki/H^Z/pΎ for every / and Kt -+ K in i/^ G). As in the proof of 4.1.i)
above, we have L(fκ) = L(fKi) for sufficiently large /. On the other hand, taking
L = K
γ
 in 4.1.iii), we see that L(fH) = L(fKι) mod/?, and similarly L(fKί) = L(fK2)
mod/?, etc. Thus we see that L{fH) = L(fκ) mod/?. This holds for every prime
/?, whence the assertion L(fH) = L(fκ) follows.
We shall conclude by showing how Theorem 1.8 reduces to the finite group
case treated in Section 3. We may assume that G is topologically cyclic generated
by an element g acting on X. As the extension G
o
 -* G -* π
o
(G) is split we can choose
a sequence of elements g( of finite order in the component of g in πo(G) such that
the subgroups //, generated by the g( converge to G in the Hausdorff metric. Then
the left translations by gt and g have the same Lefschetz numbers by homotopy
invariance and χ(XHi) = χ(XG) for sufficiently large i by continuity. Thus the
Lefschetz number of g equals the Euler characteristic χ{XG) by the finite group
case. This proves Theorem 1.8.
5. Actions on contractible spaces
In this section we study the fixed point sets of finite group actions on finite
dimensional contractible spaces. We require that all fixed point sets have finite
cohomology in the sense of Assumption 1.1. The result is a variation of Oliver's
theory [10], which classifies the fixed point sets of actions on finite contractible
complexes.
Let p and q be primes.
Lemma 5.1. Let a finite group G have normal subgroups P<H<G such that
P is of p-power order, G / H is of q-power order and H / P is cyclic. If G acts
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on an acyclic finite dimensional paracompact space X so that the fixed point sets
Xκ have finite cohomology for every K<G, then
χ(XH)=\ and χ(XG)^l (mod?).
REMARK. Cohomology refers to integral Alexander-Spanier (alias Cech)
cohomology. In the examples below the fixed point sets are either CW-complexes
or manifolds, so that singular cohomology can be used as well.
Proof. Since P is a /7-group and X is acyclic, finite dimensional and
paracompact, Xp is Zp-acyclic by Smith theory. As the integral cohomology of
Xp is finitely generated, it consists of torsion. The Lefschetz fixed point formula
1.8 for the cyclic group H/P acting on Xp gives χ(XH)=l. Finally, either by
Smith theory again, or by the congruences 1.6 applied to the G / //-space XH9 we
have χ(XG)=l (mod?). •
Let <&qp be the class of finite groups G having normal subgroups
as in Lemma 5.1. Let <gιp and <§\ be the classes of such G where H=G and
P={e}, respectively, and denote ^q=[jp>ι^% # = U « * i * β F o r a g r o u P G n o t
of prime power order, we define an integer m(G) as follows:
DEFINITION 5.2. If Ge9\ then m(G) = 0. If Gφβ1, then m(G) is a product
of distinct primes, and q\m(G) if and only if Ge^q. In particular, m(G)=\ if
and only \{ Gφ<&.
This coincides with Oliver's number m(G) by Theorem 5 of [10]. Notice
that the assertion of Lemma 5.1 can now be reformulated as χ(XG)=l
(modra(G)). The following theorem gives a converse :
Theorem 5.3. Let G be a finite group not of prime power order and let F be
a finite demensional complex with finite cohomology. Then F is the fixed point set
XG of an action of G on some finite demensional contractible complex X with
H\XH\Z) finite for every H<G if and only if χ{F)=\ (mod m(G)).
Proof. The necessity of the condition follows from Lemma 5.1. Conversely,
if χ(F)=l (modra(G)), then Oliver shows that F can be embedded equivariantly
into a G-resolution X of F by attaching finitely many G-cells to F (Theorem 2 of
[10]). This means that XG = F, X is ^-dimensional, (n— l)-connected (for some
«>2), and H
n
{X) is a projective ZG-module. Adding countably many free «-cells,
H
n
{X) can be made into a free ZG-module, and then free (n + l)-cells may be added
to produce a contractible complex with fixed point set F. By construction, all
fixed point sets have finite cohomology. •
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In the case where F is finite, Oliver shows further that there is a projective
obstruction to realizing J a s a finite complex. This leads to an integer nG, defined
for each group G not of prime power order, such that a finite complex F is the
fixed point set of an action of G on some finite contractible complex if and only
if χ(F)=l {modnG) ([10, Cor. p. 167]). The integer m(G) divides nG and they
agree for certain 2-hyperelementary metacyclic groups G having m(G) = 2 and
nG = 4 ([10, Cor. p. 171],[11, Th. 7]).
Given a smooth action of a finite group G on a euclidean space F, it is
natural to ask for a geometric condition on the G-space V to guarantee the
finiteness of the cohomology of the fixed point sets VH. One possibility is to
require that V admits a smooth compactification F*, i.e. a compact smooth
G-manifold containing V as an open invariant dense set such that V*\V is a
smooth G-submanifold. Such a V* could be e.g. a disk, a projective space or a
sphere. If V has a smooth compactification V*9 then V is actually equivariantly
homotopy equivalent to a finite G-complex : the complement of an open regular
neighbourhood of V*\V in V* with respect to some G-triangulation is a
G-deformation retract of V. Thus the non-finite homotopy types of Theorem 5.3
cannot occur in this case. Quinn has realized them as locally linear actions on
a disk. The following example is taken from [12, pp. 363-365].
EXAMPLE 5.4. Let G be the finite group of order 60 generated by a and b
with the relations aΐ5=b* = l and bab~ι=a2. By Oliver [11, p.263], nG = 4 but
m(G) = 2. Hence every finite contractible G-complex X has χ(XG) (mod 4). Quinn
constructs a locally linear action of G on a disk Z), smooth outside a fixed boundary
point xe(dD)G, such that χ(DG) = 3 (mod 4). Notice that the fixed point sets DH
are locally flat submanifolds of D9 in particular compact topological manifolds,
and hence have finite cohomology. However, D is not equivariantly homotopy
equivalent to a finite G-complex.
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